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As the semantic web vision continues to proliferate a gap still remains in
the full scale adoption of such technologies. The exact reasons for this
continue to be the subject of ongoing debate, however, it is likely the
emergence of reproducible infrastructure and deployments will expedite its
adoption. We illustrate the recognizable added value to life science
researchers gained through the convergence of existing and customized
semantic web technologies (content acquisition pipelines supplying legacy
unstructured texts, natural language processing, OWL-DL ontology
development and instantiation, reasoning over A-boxes using a visual
query tool). The resulting platform allows lipidomic researchers to rapidly
navigate large volumes of full-text scientific documents according to
recognizable lipid nomenclature, hierarchies and classifications.
Specifically we have enabled searches for sentences describing lipidprotein and lipid-disease interactions.

1

Introduction

A series of existing technologies are now recruited along with semantic technologies
to build scientific information systems delivering enriched value-added performance
[1]. In particular there is an increasing need to link relevant content to semantic web
infrastructure either by tagging existing web content and linking it to semantic
metadata [2] or by indexing / summarizing legacy formats using algorithms focused
on raw text analysis. In this latter case, where NLP approaches are now well
established there would appear to be a complementary fit. Specifically the results of
text analysis such as marked up text segments, which are typically deposited in
relational databases, can be repurposed as instances to precisely defined concepts in
ontologies. Likewise the relations between such named entities in text segments can
also be instantiated to knowledge-bases. Such knowledgebases can represent a
searchable summary of large volumes of literature [3]. Ontologies can provide richly
cognitive query models to instantiated knowledgebases and in conjunction with
reasoning engines can facilitate instance retrieval for knowledge discovery tasks. Here
we focus on a contemporary application domain, Lipidomics, with the goal of
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building an ontology-centric navigation platform to facilitate knowledge discovery for
life scientists.
In section 2 we describe the architecture supporting the platform. In section 3
we introduce the status quo and current challenges in lipid research motivating for the
development of the lipid ontology, which we also describe. In section 4 we describe
the content acquisition strategy, natural language processing and the lipid-specific
ontology instantiation strategy. In section 5 we describe the features of the knowledge
navigator interface, discuss user scenario and query paradigms for interrogating the
scientific literature.

2

Ontology-centric Content Delivery Platform

The outline of our platform is shown in Figure 1. It comprises of a content acquisition
engine that drives the delivery of literature. This engine takes user keywords and
retrieves full-text research papers from distributed public repositories and converts
them to a custom format ready for text mining. A workflow of natural-language
processing algorithms identifies target concepts or keywords and tags individual
sentences according to the terms they contain. Sentences are instantiated (as A-boxes)
using a custom designed java program to the ontology’s literature specification
(sentence concept) and relations to instances of each target concept found in the
sentence are added into the ontology. The fully instantiated ontology is reasoned over
using the reasoning engine RACER and it’s A-box query language nRQL [4]. A
custom built visual query interface, described in section 5, facilitates query navigation
over instantiated object properties and visualization of datatype properties in the
ontology.

Fig. 1. Ontology-centric knowledge navigation system architecture
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Lipids and Lipidomics

Lipids and their metabolites have a very crucial role in the biology and cellular
functions of many living organisms. They are used for energy storage, serve as the
structural components of cell membranes, and constitute important signaling
molecules. Consequently lipids play diverse and important roles in nutrition and
health: Imbalance or abnormality in lipid metabolism often accompanies diseases
such as Alzhemer’s syndrome, hypercholesterolemia and cancer. Lipidomics [5] is an
emerging biomedical research field with important applications in the development of
drugs and biomarkers for diseases e.g. cancer and diabetes. In order to attain a better
understanding of the role of lipids in physiological processes, scientists use high
throughput technology in the analysis of lipid composition of living organisms.
Lipidomics generates large amounts of chemical, biological, analytical data that need
to be integrated and analyzed in a systematic manner. A major challenge in this regard
is the lack of consistent classification for lipids.
3.1 Lipid Classification Challenges
Lipids, unlike their protein counterparts, do not have a systematic classification and
nomenclature that is widely adopted by biomedical research community. To address
this problem, IUPAC-IUBMB [6] developed a standardized, systematic nomenclature
for lipids. The IUPAC nomenclature suffers, however, from several drawbacks.
Firstly, it has not gained widespread adoption since the systematic naming of lipids
according to their structures can become long and cumbersome. Furthermore the
IUPAC naming scheme was often misunderstood by scientists leading to the
generation of many pseudo-IUPAC names that are neither chemically or scientifically
sound. Given that the IUPAC naming scheme emerged in 1976, the naming scheme
has not evolved since then to accommodate the large number of novel lipid classes
that have been discovered in the last 3 decades.
In this context different lipid research groups developed their own
classifications of lipids which are usually very narrow and only sound for a restricted
lipid category. As a result, the same lipid molecule can be classified in many different
ways, and be placed under different types of classification hierarchy. A single lipid
can be associated with a plethora of synonyms. Furthermore, most of these
classification systems are not scientifically sound and hence, create a lot of problems
for the systematic analysis of lipids.
The LIPIDMAPS consortium [7] recently developed a scientifically robust
and comprehensive chemical representation and classification system that
incorporates a consistent nomenclature that is closely aligned to IUPAC nomenclature
yet extensible to include new lipids without a systematically defined IUPAC name.
Adoption of this standard has been gradual and many research groups still use
synonyms or old names. More importantly legacy literature resources predominantly
contain instances of lipid synonyms not yet linked to the LIPIDMAPS systematic
name or any chemically sound classification.
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3.2 Lipid Ontology
It is with the above mentioned problems in mind, we developed the Lipid Ontology.
The rationale behind the Lipid Ontology is manifold: (i) it serves to connect the preexisting/legacy lipid synonyms found in literature or other databases to the
LIPIDMAPS classification system; (ii) it serves as a data model to manage
information on lipid molecules, define features and declare appropriate relations to
other biochemical entities i.e. proteins, diseases, enzymes and pathways; (iii) it serves
as an integration and query model for one or more data warehouses of lipids
information (iv) it serves as a flexible and accessible format for defining the current
systematic classification of lipids and lipid nomenclature, which is particularly
relevant to the discovery of new lipids and lipid classes that have yet to be
systematically named. The ontology currently has a total of 668 concepts and 74
properties.
The Lipid ontology emerged from a data-warehouse schema developed [8] to
house lipid information and lipidomics data. Consequently the ontology inherited
certain features of the data model. Information about individual lipid molecules is
modeled under the Lipid and Lipid Specification concepts. The Lipid concept is a
sub-concept of Small_Molecules, subsumed by the super-concept Biomolecules.
Under the Lipid concept are the classes defined in the LIPIDMAPS systematic
classification hierarchy. The hierarchy currently consists of 8 major lipid categories
and has in total 352 lipid sub-concepts. Instances of these concepts are LIPIDMAPS
systematic names of individual lipids.
The Lipid_Specification concept contains information about individual lipids
and entails the following sub-concepts; Biological_Origin, Data_Specification (with a
focus on high throughput data from Lipidomics), Experimental_Data (mainly mass
spectrometry data values of lipids), Properties, Structural_Specification and
Lipid_Identifier (that carries within it 2 other sub-concepts; Lipid_Database_ID and
Lipid_Name). A Lipid instance (a systematic name) relates to individuals (equivalent
to attributes/column data in a database table) from Lipid_Specification via different
properties, e.g has_Mass_Spectra_Data_Values
Relationship with other non-lipid databases:
In addition, each Lipid instance is related to other databases via the
has_DatabaseIdentifier property. The has_DatabaseIdentifier property links a lipid
individual to a database identifier. This ontology is designed to capture database
information from the following databases, Swisprot [9], NCBI [10], BRENDA [11],
KEGG [12]. The database record identifiers from each database are considered as
instances of the respective database record.
Lipid Protein Interactions:
In order to model lipid protein interactions in the ontology, we added a Protein
concept. The Protein concept is a descendant of Macromolecules and Biomolecules
concepts. The systematic name of a protein from the SwisProt database is modeled as
an instance of the Protein concept. A lipid instance is related to a protein instance by
the Interacts_With_Protein property.
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Lipids implicated in Diseases
Information of lipids implicated in disease can also be modeled. We added a primitive
concept of Diseases in the ontology. A disease name is considered as a disease
instance. A lipid instance is linked to a disease instance currently derived by text
mining via a hasRole_in_Disease property.
Modelling synonyms
Due to a lack of systematic classification, a lipid molecule can have many synonyms.
In the Lipid Ontology, a lipid instance is represented by its LIPIDMAPS systematic
name. Synonyms of the lipids need to be modeled into the ontology. Lipid names
synonyms are IUPAC names, lipid symbols and other commonly used lipid names,
both scientific and un-scientific. Figure 2 shows the conceptualization of the Lipid
_Specification which describes lipid names, and lipid databases identifiers.
Specifically to address lipid synonyms we introduced 3 sub-concepts, IUPAC,
Broad_Lipid_Name, Exact_Lipid_Name. IUPAC is directly subsumed by
Lipid_Systematic_Name whereas Broad_Lipid_Name and Exact_Lipid_Name are
subconcepts of Lipid_Non_Systematic_Name. For every LIPIDMAPS_systematic
name, we anticipate multiple synonyms, an IUPAC name and one or more nonsystematic names. The systematic name is related to an IUPAC name via a
hasIUPAC_synonym property. This property is also used to relate a non systematic
name to IUPAC name. Likewise, the non systematic name and IUPAC name are
related to the systematic name via a hasLIPIDMAPS_synonym property.
In our conceptualization we also define a Broad_Lipid_Name as a broad
synonym that can describe several lipid molecules. This concept is related to the Lipid
concept and other lipid name concepts such as IUPAC, Exact_Lipid_Name via a
hasBroad_Lipid_Synonym property. This means that if a non systematic name has
one or more, IUPAC names/LIPIDMAPS systematic names/LIPIDMAPS
identifiers/KEGG compound identifiers/LipidBank identifiers, it is actually a broad
lipid synonym. In contrast, an exact lipid name is a non-systematic name that describe
exactly 1 lipid molecule.
To resolve the problem of multiple synonyms in lipid nomenclature, we
assembled a list of synonyms for lipids that can be found in the LIPIDMAPS
database. These synonyms came from records in the KEGG and LipidBank databases
that have an equivalent record found in LIPIDMAPS database. In effect, synonyms
were taken from KEGG and LipidBank databases to enrich the lipid name list from
LIPIDMAPS. These synonyms were subsequently grounded to their equivalent name
in LIPIDMAPS. At present, the list has 36651 unique names, that covers 10103
LIPIDMAPS systematic names, 8468 IUPAC names, 22621 non-systematic names
(22494 exact lipid name + 127 broad lipid names).
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Fig. 2. Conceptualization of Lipid Specification illustrating the categorization of lipid names

Literature Specification
Of particular relevance to the application scenario, in Section 4 – is the provision of a
knowledge framework where effective text mining of lipid related information can be
carried out. This is supported by the Literature_Specification concept that has 10 subconcepts, namely; Author, Document, Issue, Journal, Literature_Identifier (with a
sub-concept PMID), Sentence, Title, Volume, Year. The Document concept is related
to multiple concepts within the Literature_Specification hierarchy via several
appropriate properties. The Document concept also has three datatype properties;
author_of_Document, journal_of_Document, title_of_Document that are instantiated
by author names, journal names and titles of the articles in the form of text strings.
The sub-concept Sentence is related to Lipid and Protein via the property hasLipid
and hasProtein. It is also related to Document via occursIn_Document property and
has a datatype property, ‘text_of_Sentence’ that becomes instantiated by a text string
from a Document found by text mining to have a lipid name and protein name or
disease name occurring in the same sentence.

4

Ontology Population Workflow

In this section we describe the content acquisition; natural language processing and
ontology instantiation strategy. Primarily ontology instances are generated from full
texts using a text mining toolkit called the BioText Suite [13,14,15,16] which
performs text processing tasks such as tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named
entity recognition, grounding, relation mining.
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Content Acquisition: Our content acquisition engine takes user keywords and retrieves
full-text research papers using a Pubmed search, parsing the search results and
crawling the publishers’ websites. Collections of research papers are converted from
their original formats, e.g. pdf, to ascii text and passed to the text mining system.
Named Entity Recognition: The BioText Suite processes retrieved full-text documents
and recognizes entities using a gazetteer. The gazetteer matches term lists against the
token of a processed text and tags the terms found. It supports rules, e.g. for casesensitive/case-insensitive matching, or sub/full-string matching. During gazetteer
lookup, the ontology class of the term is also added as an attribute, and this is used
later during the instantiation process to identify the right ontology class for
population.
Separate term lists are employed for detecting lipids, proteins and diseases. The lipid
name list was generated from Lipid DataWarehouse [8] containing lipid names from
LIPIDMAPS, LipidBank and KEGG [12]. Each lipid name is identified by a
LIPIDMAPS systematic name [17], IUPAC name, Common name and optionally
other synonyms, along with a database identifier. As of April 2007, LIPIDMAPS
contained 10103 entries. There were 2897 LipidBank entries and 749 KEGG entries
linked to the corresponding entries in LIPIDMAPS via the database ID. All these
linked entries were collapsed and grounded to their respective systematic name
(explained in detail in the next paragraph). Term lists were created for each category
of names: Systematic, IUPAC, broad and exact synonyms. The manually curated
Protein name list from Swiss-Prot (http://au.expasy.org/sprot/) was used for
grounding of proteins found in literature and further consolidated by combining all
canonical names and synonyms. Grounding used the Swiss-Prot ID. A disease term
list was created from the Disease Ontology of Centre for Genetic Medicine
(http://diseaseontology.sourceforge.net) and used for grounding disease names.
Normalization and Grounding: Entities recognized in the previous step need to be
normalized and grounded to the canonical names, before instantiation. Protein names
were normalized to the canonical names entry in Swiss-Prot. The grounding is done
via the Swiss-Prot ID. For lipid names, we define the LIPIDMAPS systematic name
as the canonical name, and for grounding, LIPIDMAPS database ID is used. Disease
names are grounded via the ULMS ID.
Relation Detection: In this step we identify the Lipid-Protein and Lipid-Disease
relations, using the grounded entities. We adopt a simple relation mining approach
whereby two entities are said to be related if they co-occur in a sentence. Thus, every
document is parsed to extract sentences and then co-occurrence detection is invoked.
To reduce false positives, we require that the sentence contain one relation keyword.
All other sentences are skipped. From the resulting collection, Lipid-Protein or LipidDisease pairs are returned along with the respective sentences in which they co-occur.
The latter could possibly be used for human validation during the knowledge retrieval
step.
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Ontology Population: Here we collect all the mined knowledge from the previous
steps to instantiate the ontology. The grounded entities are instantiated as class
instances into the respective ontology classes (as tagged by the gazetteer), and the
relations detected are instantiated as Object Property instances. We wrote a custom
script using the JENA API (http://jena.sourceforge.net/) for this purpose.
4.1
Population Performance Analysis
To the best of our knowledge, there is no lipidomics-related corpus for evaluating
literature mining and ontology population. We are in the process of building one with
biologists from the Lipidomics group at the Centre for Life Sciences, NUS,
Singapore. For this paper, we provide a preliminary performance analysis of the text
processing and ontology population system by assessing the complete lipid-protein
interaction mining task. This started with a PubMed literature search for the query
"lipid interact* protein" with our content acquisition engine that identified 495 search
results for the time period July 2005 to April 2007. 262 full-text papers were
successfully downloaded. The remaining papers were from journals not subscribed to
by our organization or had no download-able link to the full paper.
After named entity recognition and relation detection, 121 documents in
which no lipid-protein relations were detected were omitted. Ontology instantiation
was carried out with the remaining 141 documents. The named entity recognition
(NER) component detected 186 lipid names and 528 protein names. After
normalization and grounding, there were 92 LIPIDMAPS systematic names, 52
IUPAC names, 412 exact synonyms, 6 broad synonyms and 319 protein names.
Cross-links to 59 Lipidbank entries and 41 KEGG entries were also established. The
brute-force co-occurrence detection yielded over 1356 sentences. After the relation
word filtering, there were only 683 interaction sentences. The 92 LIPIDMAPS names
were instantiated into 35 unique classes under the Lipid name hierarchy, at an average
of about 2.6 lipids per class. The ontology instantiation process took 22 seconds
overall. The experiments have been done on a 3.6 Ghz Xeon Linux workstation with
4 processors and 8GB RAM.

5

Knowledge Navigation for Lipidomics

The development of the ontology-centric knowledge-delivery platform results in a
rich knowledge base of instantiated text segments. Typically such an OWL-DL
knowledgebase is accessed through highly expressive DL-query languages that have
complex syntactic query languages not suitable for domain experts [18]. nRQL is the
prominent OWL-DL query language that we used which extends the existing
capabilities of RACER with a series of query atoms. While some tools exist which
facilitate enhanced end user operability of this query language [19, 20, 21] these
implementations are of academic prototype scale and their adoption has yet to be
widespread. Here we describe a new tool for the navigation of A-box instances, in our
case ‘text segments’ which allows users to build graphical queries which are
converted to query language syntax and issued to the reasoner.
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5.1 Knowlegator
The Knowledge Navigator (Knowlegator) receives OWL-DL ontologies as input and
passes them to RACER, after which it enters into a dialogue with RACER and issues
a series of commands to query elementary features of the ontology for visual
representation in the components panel. The navigator consists of three main panels, a
Components panel, the Editor panel and the Output panel (Figure 3). The
Components panel renders the ontology as a tree structure of concepts, roles and
instances. Concepts are pre-queried to retrieve their respective number of instances
and occurrences of object properties. This panel allows drag and drop functionality
for query formulation. The Editor Panel is structured as a tabbed pane providing rapid
switching between groups of functionalities. The ‘Ask a Question’ Tab contains the
query canvas where questions can be formulated by dragging and dropping an
element from the tree structure in the Component panel. Each dropped item is
associated with an automatically formulated nRQL query. Dragging a single concept
invokes the retrieval of all the individuals of a particular concept. Likewise dragging a
named role (object property) queries instances specified in the domain and range of
the particular role. In the query canvas a complex query built by extending simpler
queries through ‘right click’ enabled instantiated-object property lookup. A separate
window shows a query result specifically in the bottom panel the full text of a
sentence is rendered. In addition to facilitating nested role queries through domainproperty-range expansion the tool facilitates the identification of (instantiated)
relations between any two concepts dragged to the canvas. This provides users with
additional entry point to building graphical queries which can be subsequently
customized. This is achieved by an exhaustive cascade of nRQL role queries to the
ontology.
5.2 Lipidomics Application Domain
The intended user of the system is a researcher who specializes in lipidomics.
Lipidomics is a recent research methodology that measures the composition &
fluctuation of lipids at the system level of a living system in a high throughput
manner. This type of user would like to ascertain the identity of lipids found in his or
her experimental work and obtain all other information associated to the lipid
in question. In short, they are looking for a, one stop shop, knowledge aggregator.
Typically, for post-experiment analysis, a user has to visit multiple website or read 56 papers to find out the information that they want. Even then, the information that
they obtain may be fragmented. Such users are typically not IT savvy and probably
only proficient with a Windows environment. When such users do adopt expert or
customized software for their work, they can't do without an intuitive GUI interface.
Furthermore spending too much learning a new system is not considered useful even
if there is a longer term benefit.
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Fig. 3. Query interface of Knowlegator, showing a query for documents that contain sentences
describing the interaction of proteins with lipids, and their corresponding lipid synonyms.
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Lipidomics User Tasks:
The major knowledge-based task of a lipidomics researcher is to resolve the identity
of a lipid entity to a given systematic lipid classification. The researcher can have
multiple starting-points e.g. raw mass spec data, a common name from the literature
or systematic name from an automated annotation pipeline, that must be translated to
another classification system based on the users knowledge of lipid synonyms. Using
a systematic lipid classification the user can determine or infer the possible functions /
biochemical properties of the lipid. Further examination of the relationships in which
a particular lipid or class of lipids participates e.g. which types of proteins a lipid
interacts with, allows the researcher to make inferences regarding the metabolic
process in which it participates or the role of the lipid in a cellular function or disease.
Integral to these tasks is the frequent consultation with, and navigation of, the
scientific literature using a variety of systematic and non-systematic lipid keywords.
Use Case Description:
The use case scenario of our system initiates with the pre-selection of collection of
documents identified by an ad hoc query to a literature database or search engine and
identifies relevant abstracts. The user identifies which collection of documents to
review and sends them for full-text processing and the creation of a knowledgebase.
The user does not require online access to the knowledgebase immediately after
document selection and can wait for full text processing to complete. It is relevant to
mention that major pharmaceutical corporations regularly make significant financial
investments in the manual curation (3 or more months at a time) of scientific literature
to generate targeted knowledge bases. This work is often outsourced to smaller
companies where labour costs are cheaper. Our approach mirrors this scenario where
the decision for a search and the actual navigation of the retrieved documents is
decoupled into separate tasks. Once the knowledgebase is created the user has ad-hoc
access to the knowledgebase using the concepts and relations provided in the query
model of the ontology. The query model has rich domain specific semantics that the
lipidomics user is already familiar with i.e. the systematic classification schemes of
lipids. In our case the lipid ontology was built by a team (conceptualized by the lipid
experts and created by ontology engineers).
5.3 Query Paradigm Comparison
Whereas searching online scientific literature databases provides sufficient ad-hoc
access to abstracts it does not facilitate deep search of the full text of the documents.
Systematic names of enzymes, lipids and other medical terminologies are rarely
included in scientific abstracts. Additionally queries to online literature databases are
limited to keyword and Boolean expressions and the traversal of literature resources is
frequently based on author supplied keywords. More advanced searches of the
scientific literature rely either on browsing manually curated database entries or
searching the results of text mining platforms deposited in relational databases. These
typically have form based web interfaces limiting the types of queries that can be
issued to the database. As a result users may be required to directly interact with the
relational database to pose queries that were not perceived necessary or relevant when
the web portal to the database was created. This is not untypical. It is at this point
where the user loses access to the knowledge resources.
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For this reason we further comment on the capabilities of the ontology-centric visual
query paradigm by contrasting query through the Knowlegator interface with that of a
the same query made directly to a relational database with equivalent content. For
example, querying for documents which contain sentences describing “lipids that
interact with proteins” can be more easily formulated from the ontology by visual
query than in the relational database scenario (Figures 3 and 4). Figure 3 also
highlights the inclusion of Broad Lipid Names in the query such that synonyms of the
lipids, in different classification schemes can be readily queried at the same time. In
the database scenario, to make this query each concept should be modeled into a
separate table and the relations are modeled into additional connection tables (Figure
4) to reduce redundancies. Every time there is a new relation, there must be a new
relationship table. The SQL query (Figure 4) for the mentioned statement would
require multiple table-joins and is not particularly intuitive to a user with no prior
knowledge of the database. Using Knowlegator, the statement can be easily retrieved
through a series of right mouse-clicks and selecting the required options.

Fig. 4. A relational database query for documents that contain sentences describing the
interaction of proteins with lipids and their corresponding lipid synonyms.
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Conclusion

The challenge in our Lipidomics scenario is the navigation of large volumes of
complex biological knowledge typically accessible only in legacy unstructured fulltext format. This was achieved through the coordination of distributed literature
sources, natural language processing, ontology development, automated ontology
instantiation, visual query guided reasoning over OWL-DL A-boxes. The major
innovations were to: translate the results of natural language processing to instances
of a ontology domain model designed by end users; exploit the utility of A-box
reasoning to facilitate knowledge discovery through the navigation of instantiated
ontologies and thereby enable scientists to identify the importance of newly identified
lipids through their known associations, synonyms and interactions with classes of
protein and diseases.
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